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ABSTRACT

We present an approach to printability assessment of 3D meshes depending on shape's local thickness measure.
We  propose  a  method for  detection  of  regions  with  critical  thickness  based  on  volume bracketing.  Our  method is
conceived as a designer assistance tool and can be iterated until the structural soundness is achieved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital object representations used as input data in rapid prototyping work flows should fulfill design and
fabrication constraints that ensure the manufacturing of solid prototypes. These constraints can be analyzed
in a twofold sense: as geometry and topology requirements related to the definition of an object with well
identified interior and exterior volume, and structural weakness requirements related to the 3D printability
assessment and the lack of critical features that can damage the integrity of the manufactured prototype.
There  is  a  great  variety  of  mesh repairing  methods  [21,2]  that  fix  up  errors  in  geometry  and  topology
structure and transform input mesh into watertight manifold surface [9,7]. Unlike mesh repairing, printatiblity
assessment is a more recent domain of investigations, growing considerably along with the ubiquitous 3D
printing applications such as stress analyzing [18,24,15], heterogeneous material object fabrication [5], model
balancing [17], printing of articulated models [8], partitioning into printable parts [14].
Structural weakness control is related to the 3D local thickness. In computational geometry, shape thickness
is broadly used for  surface  shape  extraction [6],  reconstruction [1,16] and skeletonization [10,13,20,19].
Thickness control is the result of complex structural optimization computations [4] and the optimal shape is
not manufacturable by standard rapid prototyping work flows.
The purpose of this paper is to present a simple and practical method for 3D printability assessment based on
local thickness evaluation of meshes that include portions of not watertight surfaces often encountered in
industrial applications. Depending on the critical threshold of manufacturability, surface wall thickness is
corrected through an user interaction interface ameliorating the solidity of the prototype.

2. RELATED WORKS

Methods for local  thickness  estimation can be classified into two categories,  surface-based and volume-
based,  depending  on  the  local  structure  thickness  in  use.  Following  the  surface-based  approach,  local
thickness is defined for every point on the surface as a measure of the distance to the "opposite" surface.
Jones et al. [12] , for example, propose a measure of the brain cortical thickness. The volume of the cortex is



represented as the domain for the solution of the Laplace's equation (∇²ψ=�) with boundary conditions at the

gray-white junction and the gray-CSF junction. Normalized gradients of ψ define a vector field with vectors

tangent to field lines connecting both boundaries. The cortical thickness for a given point of the cortex is
defined  as  the  path length along the  field  line  that  passes  through the  point  and connects  the  opposite
boundary.  The key advantage of this definition is that thickness is uniquely defined for any point in the
cortex.
The volume based approach can be illustrated by the method of Hildebrand et al. [11] that estimates local
thickness by fitting maximal spheres to every point in the structure. The local thickness at a given point is
defined as the diameter of the largest sphere which contains the point and which is completely inside the
structure. The model-independence is the basic advantage of this method. It can easily quantify the variability
of the thickness and facilitates remodeling undergoing structure. Unfortunately, there is a loss of reciprocity
and uniqueness of thickness measure.
The above methods estimate local thickness independently of the downstream applications. Considering 3D
printing technology in use, local thickness can be defined in a more technology dependent way. For layered
manufacturing for example [3], selecting the build direction resolves some problems in local wall thickening
of open contoured surfaces.

3. OUR APPROACH

We  are  interested  in  printability  assessment  of  input  model  that  is  composed  by  different  connected
components,  enclosing  volumes  or  being  flat,  with  possible  encapsulations,  intersections  and  missing
boundaries. Shape thickness can be associated to the measure of the distance between component boundaries
that define the limit between the empty space and the solid material. The basic idea is to use a ray tracing
algorithm to compute the local thickness as the distance between the pair of “opposite” boundaries. 

Algorithm 1: Local thickness computation in 3D Mesh
    Input:    Triangle mesh T 

    Output: T[]= {thicknessfT},  ∀ fT , fT Є T, thicknessfT   measure of local thickness for fT 

    begin
        for ∀ fT , fT Є T  do 

              Trace rfT   , through the geocenter of fT  and opposite to the normal of fT ;

               for ∀ f, f  Є T ∧ f  ≠  fT   do                   Compute DfT[f], DfT[f]   = (interf  , distf  , orientf  ) ;                   if   rft  ∩ f  ≠ 0  then                                interf   =  true ; distf  =  the distance from the geocenter of fT  to f along rfT  ;                               orientf    =  -1 if rfT has the same direction as the normal of f else orientf  =  1 ;                   else                           interf   =  false ; distf  =  ∞ ;  orientf    =  ∞ ;                   endif
              done
        Compute T[fT], T[fT] = LTC( fT   ,DfT);
        done    end



Let T  denotes the input model. For each face fT , fT Є T, a ray rfT  is traced through the geocenter and opposite

to the face normal. Crossing points between the ray and the input model are computed. To each crossing
point a bracket,  left or right, is associated depending on whether  the ray "enters" or "leaves" the model
component according to the normal orientation of the intersected face.  Thus, along the ray, a bracketing
expression is constructed. We check for balanced brackets in this expression. Local thickness is defined as
the distance between the crossing points corresponding to the first left bracket and the matching right bracket.
We denote the above processing as a whole like "volume bracketing".
The  Algorithm 1 iterates  on each  face  of  the input  model in two steps.  First,  a  preprocessing  phase  to
compute information necessary to volume bracketing, and second, given by  Algorithm 2, the construction
and the evaluation of the volume bracketing expression. 

Figure 1:(a,b,c) Local thickness evaluation. (d) Evaluation failure for internal face fT , , fT ,∊  ∂A ∧  fT ∊ B .(e) Evaluation 
failure for unbounded model. 

Algorithm 2: LTC(fT   ,DfT)

    Input: Face fT  ,  fT  Є T  , DfT[]  =  { (interf  , distf  , orientf  ) },  ∀ f, f  Є T ∧ f  ≠  fT  
    Output: thickness fT
    begin
        Let  IntExt  = 1 and FindExt  = false ;

        Sort  DfT[]  in increasing order according to distf    ; 
        for all  d   Є  DfT[]   do

            if  d.interf  = = true   then

                 IntExt  +=  d.orientf  ;
                 if  IntExt   = =  0  ∧   FindExt    = =  false then

                      FindExt  =  true ; thicknessfT  =  d.distf   ;
                 endif
            endif
       done
        if IntExt  ≠  0 then thicknessfT  =  false; endif

    end



In Figure 1, a two dimensional case is illustrated. For the example Figure 1(a), the input is a component A
with simple connected boundary ∂A. The ray  rfT  crosses  ∂A , in a single point. A left bracket is associated to

the geocenter as long as  rfT "enters" into A, and a right bracket is associated to the intersection point, as long

as rfT "leaves"A.  Checking  for  balance  in  the  expression  is  simply  associated  to  a  counter  IntExt ,

incremented by one when crossing a left bracket, and decremented by one, when crossing a right bracket. At
the geocenter, IntExt  is initialized to one. The thickness is measured when IntExt  is annulled for the first

time. The scan of the crossing points continues all over the ray rfT . The thickness calculation is valid only if

at the end, IntExt=0. A component with a hole is shown in Figure 1(b). When the initial face belongs to an

internal shell, Figure 1(d), or in some cases when the input mesh includes missing boundaries,  Figure 1(e),
the algorithm fails. Cases when faces do not support a valid computation of the local thickness are left for
post processing. Indeed, the computation failure indicates the presence of errors or biases in the input model
that should be fixed before re-iterating the computation.

4. RESULTS

All prototypes are produced on a “Z-Corp” printer with a height of 7 cm. First, we illustrate an example of
printability assessment based on Kate's model. The input mesh, shown in Figure 2(a), is a multi-shell model
with intersections and flat surfaces. The evaluation of the local thickness is given in Figure 2(b) and the 3D
printing is shown in Figure 2(c). It can be seen that regions with critical thickness, as the right hand and the
belt,  are detected by the volume bracketing algorithm. In the first case,  the designer corrects the critical
thickness by attaching the hand to the hip thus avoiding hand's break during printing. In the second case, the
critical region is left unchanged that produces a crack in the prototype.

Figure 2: (a) Kate's mesh model (b) Local thickness evaluation (c) Kate's prototype.

In  Figure  3  we  give  thickness  evaluation  by  volume  bracketing  on  commonly  used  test  models
[15,18,22,23,24]. The results of the 3D printing are shown in Figure 4. As expected arms and legs of banana
man break on printing as pointed by their critical local thickness. The support of the soccer cup is built in six
strips.  Despite  of  the  critical  thickness  of  each  individual  strip,  the  prototype  preserves  its  integrity.  In
contrast, hanging ball does not contain regions with critical thickness but the gravity of the ball cut off the
connection to the shelf. Lastly, the shell is of uniform thickness as does the corresponding prototype  that



remains in a single piece. These experiments show that volume bracketing provides correct evaluation of the
local thickness. Our method supplies a simple and fast feedback on the printability of the input models but is
less precise than structural analysis supported by multi-objective optimization and mechanics analysis. For
example,  in  comparison  with  stress  analysis  of  Stava  et  al.  for  the  shell  model  shown in  Figure  3(e),
illustration issued from [18] Figure 5, volume bracketing produces uniform thickness and does not take into
account structural weakness ought to gravity and stress. Besides the fact that there is good probability for
prototype to break in regions with critical thickness, additional structural weakness constraints are needed to
fully determine printability assessment.

Figure 3: Local thickness evaluation (a) Banana man (b) Soccer cup (c) Hanging ball (d) Shell.

Figure 4:Prototypes of test models produced on a “Z-Corp” 3D printer.

5. CONCLUSION

Printability assessment of mesh models is related to the structural soundness and weakness control on input
date. In the present article, we propose a method for detection of regions with critical thickness based on
volume bracketing. The method is used for local thickness evaluation of meshes with available face normal
orientation. The elaborated method is implemented and experienced in an industrial 3D prototyping chain as
an interactive designer assistance tool. The experimental results are economically viable in comparison with
the classical work flows based on the watertight surface reconstruction as a preprocessing step that is time
consuming, computationally expensive and possibly error-prone. The provided industrial feedback implies
further case study for errors to be repaired before prototype manufacturing and deeper understanding of the
physical  constraints.  Our goal  is  to reduce  as much as  possible interaction during mesh repairing while
maintaining the initial designer concept.
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